Boba Fett

Boba Fett is the most notorious bounty hunter in the galaxy. While his armor may look battered and worn, it holds many surprises for his prey. Among its hidden weapons are rocket darts, a flamethrower, and a whipcord launcher. It even has a rocket pack with a guided missile. But his most effective weapon is his cunning. He prefers to outwit and trap his quarry.

When the Millennium Falcon escaped the Imperial Starfleet, Fett anticipated Captain Solo's ploy. He lead Darth Vader to Bespin, beating the Falcon to Cloud City. After Vader captured the Falcon's crew, Fett was given "a substantial reward". He was also allowed to take Han Solo to Jabba the Hutt for a second bounty. Two bounties for one capture, and he never needed to fire a shot.

1. Start with the colored side down. Mark fold.

2. Mark fold.

3. Mark fold.

Mark fold.